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Chapter 1.
MXNET OVERVIEW

The NVIDIA Deep Learning SDK accelerates widely-used deep learning frameworks such as MXNet™.

MXNet is a deep learning framework designed for both efficiency and flexibility. It allows you to mix the flavors of symbolic programming and imperative programming to maximize efficiency and productivity.

In its core is a dynamic dependency scheduler that automatically parallelizes both symbolic and imperative operations on the fly. A graph optimization layer on top of that makes symbolic execution fast and memory efficient. The library is portable and lightweight, and it scales to multiple GPUs and multiple machines.

MXNet is also more than a deep learning project. It is also a collection of blueprints and guidelines for building deep learning systems and interesting insights of deep learning systems for hackers.

This document describes the key features, software enhancements and improvements, any known issues, and how to run this container.
Before you can pull a container from the NGC container registry, you must have Docker and nvidia-docker installed. For DGX users, this is explained in Preparing to use NVIDIA Containers Getting Started Guide.

For users other than DGX, follow the NVIDIA® GPU Cloud™ (NGC) container registry nvidia-docker installation documentation based on your platform.

You must also have access and be logged into the NGC container registry as explained in the NGC Getting Started Guide.

There are four repositories where you can find the NGC docker containers.

nvcr.io/nvidia
The deep learning framework containers are stored in the nvcr.io/nvidia repository.

nvcr.io/hpc
The HPC containers are stored in the nvcr.io/hpc repository.

nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis
The HPC visualization containers are stored in the nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis repository.

nvcr.io/partner
The partner containers are stored in the nvcr.io/partner repository. Currently the partner containers are focused on Deep Learning or Machine Learning, but that doesn’t mean they are limited to those types of containers.
Chapter 3.
RUNNING MXNET

Before running the container, use the `docker pull` command to ensure an up-to-date image is installed. Once the pull is complete, you can run the container image. This is because nvidia-docker ensures that drivers that match the host are used and configured for the container. Without nvidia-docker, you are likely to get an error when trying to run the container.

1. Issue the command for the applicable release of the container that you want. The following command assumes you want to pull the latest container.

   ```bash
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia/mxnet:19.04-py3
   ```

2. Open a command prompt and paste the pull command. The pulling of the container image begins. Ensure the pull completes successfully before proceeding to the next step.

3. Run the container image. A typical command to launch the container is:

   ```bash
   nvidia-docker run -it --rm -v local_dir:container_dir
   nvcr.io/nvidia/mxnet:<xx.xx>-py3
   ```

   Where:
   - `-it` means interactive
   - `--rm` means delete the container when finished
   - `-v` means mount directory
   - `local_dir` is the directory or file from your host system (absolute path) that you want to access from inside your container. For example, the `local_dir` in the following path is `/home/jsmith/data/mnist`.

   ```bash
   -v /home/jsmith/data/mnist:/data/mnist
   ```

   If you are inside the container, for example, `ls /data/mnist`, you will see the same files as if you issued the `ls /home/jsmith/data/mnist` command from outside the container.

   - `container_dir` is the target directory when you are inside your container. For example, `/data/mnist` is the target directory in the example:
Running MXNet

```
-v /home/jsmith/data/mnist:/data/mnist

<xx.xx> is the container version. For example, 19.01.

MXNet is run simply by importing it as a Python module:

```
$ python
Python 3.5.2 (default, Nov 23 2017, 16:37:01)
[GCC 5.4.0 20160609] on linux
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>> import mxnet as mx
>>> a = mx.nd.ones((2,3), mx.gpu())
>>> print((a*2).asnumpy())

[[ 2.  2.  2.]
 [ 2.  2.  2.]]
```

You might want to pull in data and model descriptions from locations outside the container for use by MXNet or save results to locations outside the container. To accomplish this, the easiest method is to mount one or more host directories as Docker data volumes.

In order to share data between ranks, NVIDIA® Collective Communications Library™ (NCCL) may require shared system memory for IPC and pinned (page-locked) system memory resources. The operating system’s limits on these resources may need to be increased accordingly. Refer to your system’s documentation for details.

In particular, Docker® containers default to limited shared and pinned memory resources. When using NCCL inside a container, it is recommended that you increase these resources by issuing:

```
--shm-size=1g --ulimit memlock=-1
```

in the command line to

nvidia-docker run

4. See /workspace/README.md inside the container for information on customizing your MXNet image.

For more information about MXNet, including tutorials, documentation, and examples, see:

- MXNet website
- MXNet project
Chapter 4.  
MXNET RELEASE 19.04

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 19.04, is available on NGC.

Contents of the MXNet container

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.1.105 including cuBLAS 10.1.0.105
- NVIDIA cuDNN 7.5.0
- NVIDIA NCCL 2.4.6 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.61 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.3
- Horovod 0.13.11
- TensorRT 5.1.2
- DALI 0.8.1 Beta
- Tensor core optimized example:
  - ResNet-50 v1.5
- Jupyter and JupyterLab:
  - Jupyter Client 5.2.4
  - Jupyter Core 4.4.0
  - JupyterLab 0.35.4
JupyterLab Server 0.2.0

**Driver Requirements**

Release 19.04 is based on CUDA 10.1, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 418.xx.x+. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384.111+ or 410. The CUDA driver's compatibility package only supports particular drivers. For a complete list of supported drivers, see the CUDA Application Compatibility topic. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.

**GPU Requirements**

Release 19.04 supports CUDA compute capability 6.0 and higher. This corresponds to GPUs in the Pascal, Volta, and Turing families. Specifically, for a list of GPUs that this compute capability corresponds to, see CUDA GPUs. For additional support details, see Deep Learning Frameworks Support Matrix.

**Key Features and Enhancements**

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- MXNet container image version 19.04 is based on MXNet 1.4.0commit 87c7addcd from February 12, 2019.
- Latest version of NVIDIA NCCL 2.4.6
- Latest version of cuBLAS 10.1.0.105
- Latest version of DALI 0.8.1 Beta
- Added support for MXNet Automatic Mixed Precision; see below for more information.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with March 2019 updates

**Tensor Core Examples**

These examples focus on achieving the best performance and convergence from NVIDIA Volta tensor cores by using the latest deep learning example networks for training.

Each example model trains with mixed precision tensor cores on Volta, therefore you can get results much faster than training without tensor cores. This model is tested against each NGC monthly container release to ensure consistent accuracy and performance over time. This container includes the following tensor core examples.

- An implementation of the ResNet-50 model. The ResNet50 v1.5 model is a slightly modified version of the original ResNet50 v1 model that trains to a greater accuracy.
Automatic Mixed Precision (AMP)

Training deep learning networks is a very computationally intensive task. Novel model architectures tend to have increasing number of layers and parameters, which slows down training. Fortunately, new generations of training hardware as well as software optimizations, make it a feasible task.

However, where most of the (both hardware and software) optimization opportunities exists is in exploiting lower precision (like FP16) to, for example, utilize tensor cores available on new Volta and Turing GPUs. While training in FP16 showed great success in image classification tasks, other more complicated neural networks typically stayed in FP32 due to difficulties in applying the FP16 training guidelines.

That is where AMP (Automatic Mixed Precision) comes into play. It automatically applies the guidelines of FP16 training, using FP16 precision where it provides the most benefit, while conservatively keeping in full FP32 precision operations unsafe to do in FP16.

The MXNet AMP tutorial, located in the `/opt/mxnet/nvidia-examples/AMP/AMP_tutorial.md` directory of this container, shows you how to get started with mixed precision training using AMP for MXNet. As an example of a network we will use SSD network from GluonCV.

For more information about AMP, see the [Training With Mixed Precision Guide](#).

Known Issues

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable `MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1` will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release. Issue tracked under [13341](#).
- The default setting of the environment variable `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=1` in the container may not be optimal for all networks. Networks with a high ratio of parameters and computation, like AlexNet, may achieve greater multi-GPU training speeds with the setting `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=2`. Users are encouraged to try this setting for their own use case.
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MXNET RELEASE 19.03

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 19.03, is available on NGC.

Contents of the MXNet container

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in \opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.1.105 including cuBLAS 10.1.105
- NVIDIA cuDNN 7.5.0
- NVIDIA NCCL 2.4.3 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.61 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.3
- Horovod 0.13.11
- TensorRT 5.1.2
- DALI 0.7 Beta
- Tensor core optimized example:
  - ResNet-50 v1.5
- Jupyter and JupyterLab:
  - Jupyter Client 5.2.4
  - Jupyter Core 4.4.0
  - JupyterLab 0.35.4
JupyterLab Server 0.2.0

Driver Requirements

Release 19.03 is based on CUDA 10.1, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 418.xx+. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384.111+ or 410. The CUDA driver's compatibility package only supports particular drivers. For a complete list of supported drivers, see the CUDA Application Compatibility topic. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.

GPU Requirements

Release 19.03 supports CUDA compute capability 6.0 and higher. This corresponds to GPUs in the Pascal, Volta, and Turing families. Specifically, for a list of GPUs that this compute capability corresponds to, see CUDA GPUs. For additional support details, see Deep Learning Frameworks Support Matrix.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

‣ MXNet container image version 19.03 is based on MXNet 1.4.0.
‣ Latest version of NVIDIA CUDA 10.1.105 including cuBLAS 10.1.105
‣ Latest version of NVIDIA cuDNN 7.5.0
‣ Latest version of NVIDIA NCCL 2.4.3
‣ Latest version of DALI 0.7 Beta
‣ Latest version of TensorRT 5.1.2
‣ Optimized NMS operator performance
‣ Ubuntu 16.04 with February 2019 updates

Tensor Core Examples

These examples focus on achieving the best performance and convergence from NVIDIA Volta tensor cores by using the latest deep learning example networks for training.

Each example model trains with mixed precision tensor cores on Volta, therefore you can get results much faster than training without tensor cores. This model is tested against each NGC monthly container release to ensure consistent accuracy and performance over time. This container includes the following tensor core examples.

‣ An implementation of the ResNet-50 model. The ResNet50 v1.5 model is a slightly modified version of the original ResNet50 v1 model that trains to a greater accuracy.
Known Issues

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable `MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1` will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release. Issue tracked under [13341](https://github.com/apache/incubator-mxnet/issues/13341).

- The default setting of the environment variable `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=1` in the container may not be optimal for all networks. Networks with a high ratio of parameters and computation, like AlexNet, may achieve greater multi-GPU training speeds with the setting `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=2`. Users are encouraged to try this setting for their own use case.

- If using or upgrading to a 3-part-version driver, for example, a driver that takes the format of `xxx.yy.zz`, you will receive a `Failed to detect NVIDIA driver version` message. This is due to a known bug in the entry point script’s parsing of 3-part driver versions. This message is non-fatal and can be ignored. This will be fixed in the 19.04 release.
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MXNET RELEASE 19.02

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 19.02, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0.130 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0.130
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.4.2
- NVIDIA Collective Communications Library (NCCL) 2.3.7 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models
- The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.
- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.61 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.3
- Horovod 0.13.11
- TensorRT 5.0.2
- DALI 0.6.1 Beta
- Tensor Core Optimized Example:
  - ResNet50 v1.5
- Jupyter and JupyterLab:
  - Jupyter Client 5.2.4
Driver Requirements

Release 19.02 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.

GPU Requirements

Release 19.02 supports CUDA compute capability 6.0 and higher. This corresponds to GPUs in the Pascal, Volta, and Turing families. Specifically, for a list of GPUs that this compute capability corresponds to, see CUDA GPUs. For additional support details, see Deep Learning Frameworks Support Matrix.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- MXNet container image version 19.02 is based on 1.4.0.rc2.
- Latest version of DALI 0.6.1 Beta
- Added Jupyter and JupyterLab software in our packaged container.
- Latest version of jupyter_client 5.2.4
- Latest version of jupyter_core 4.4.0
- Added an image classification example in Gluon.
- Multiple enhancements to Gluon training speed with models hybridized with static_alloc=True setting.
- Added Python bindings for NVTX and CUDA profiler in the mxnet.cuda_utils package.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with January 2019 updates

Tensor Core Examples

These examples focus on achieving the best performance and convergence from NVIDIA Volta Tensor Cores by using the latest deep learning example networks for training. This container includes the following Tensor Core examples.

- An implementation of the ResNet50 model. The ResNet50 v1.5 model is a slightly modified version of the original ResNet50 v1 model that trains to a greater accuracy.
Known Issues

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable `MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1` will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release. Issue tracked under [13341](#).

- The default setting of the environment variable `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=1` in the container may not be optimal for all networks. Networks with a high ratio of parameters and computation, like AlexNet, may achieve greater multi-GPU training speeds with the setting `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=2`. Users are encouraged to try this setting for their own use case.

- If using or upgrading to a 3-part-version driver, for example, a driver that takes the format of `xxx.yy.zz`, you will receive a *Failed to detect NVIDIA driver version*. message. This is due to a known bug in the entry point script’s parsing of 3-part driver versions. This message is non-fatal and can be ignored. This will be fixed in the 19.04 release.
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MXNET RELEASE 19.01

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 19.01, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0.130 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0.130
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.4.2
- NCCL 2.3.7 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.61 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.3
- Horovod 0.15.1
- TensorRT 5.0.2
- DALI 0.6 Beta
- Tensor Core Optimized Example:
  - ResNet50 v1.5
Driver Requirements

Release 19.01 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.

GPU Requirements

Release 19.01 supports CUDA compute capability 6.0 and higher. This corresponds to GPUs in the Pascal, Volta, and Turing families. Specifically, for a list of GPUs that this compute capability corresponds to, see CUDA GPUs. For additional support details, see Deep Learning Frameworks Support Matrix.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

‣ MXNet container image version 19.01 is based on 1.4.0.rc0.
‣ Latest version of DALI 0.6 Beta
‣ Latest version of NVIDIA cuDNN 7.4.2
‣ Latest version of Sockeye
‣ Latest version of OpenMPI 3.1.3
‣ Improvements to out-of-the-box Horovod performance
‣ Added ResNet50 v1.5 Tensor Core Optimized example.
‣ Ubuntu 16.04 with December 2018 updates

Tensor Core Examples

These examples focus on achieving the best performance and convergence from NVIDIA Volta Tensor Cores by using the latest deep learning example networks for training. This container includes the following Tensor Core examples.

‣ An implementation of the ResNet50 model. The ResNet50 v1.5 is a modified version of the original ResNet50 v1 model.

Known Issues

‣ The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1 will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release. Issue tracked under 13341.
‣ The default setting of the environment variable MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=1 in the container may not be optimal for all networks. Networks with a high ratio of parameters and computation, like AlexNet, may achieve greater multi-GPU training
speeds with the setting `MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=2`. Users are encouraged to try this setting for their own use case.

- If using or upgrading to a 3-part-version driver, for example, a driver that takes the format of `xxx.yy.zz`, you will receive a **Failed to detect NVIDIA driver version.** message. This is due to a known bug in the entry point script's parsing of 3-part driver versions. This message is non-fatal and can be ignored. This will be fixed in the 19.04 release.
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MXNET RELEASE 18.12

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 18.12, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0.130 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0.130
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.4.1
- NCCL 2.3.7 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.28 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.2
- Horovod 0.15.1
- TensorRT 5.0.2
- DALI 0.5.0 Beta

Driver Requirements

Release 18.12 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.
**GPU Requirements**

Release 18.12 supports CUDA compute capability 6.0 and higher. This corresponds to GPUs in the Pascal, Volta, and Turing families. Specifically, for a list of GPUs that this compute capability corresponds to, see CUDA GPUs. For additional support details, see Deep Learning Frameworks Support Matrix.

**Key Features and Enhancements**

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- MXNet container image version 18.12 is based on 1.3.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to and including PR 13069.
- Improved handling of float32 datatype in examples/image-classification/train_imagenet_runner.
- Enabled NVIDIA Tools Extension SDK (NVTX) instrumentation.
- Improved speed of metrics computation during training, especially in the case of using TopKAccuracy metric.
- Latest version of DALI 0.5.0 Beta.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with November 2018 updates

**Known Issues**

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1 will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release. Issue tracked on https://github.com/apache/incubator-mxnet/issues/13341.
- The default setting of the environment variable MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=1 in the container may not be optimal for all networks. Networks with a high ratio of parameters and computation, like AlexNet, may achieve greater multi-GPU training speeds with the setting MXNET_GPU_COPY_NTHREADS=2. Users are encouraged to try this setting for their own use case.
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MXNET RELEASE 18.11

The NVIDIA container image for MXNet, release 18.11, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0.130 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0.130
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.4.1
- NCCL 2.3.7 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.28 (for machine translation)
- OpenMPI 3.1.2
- Horovod 0.15.1
- TensorRT 5.0.2
- DALI 0.4.1 Beta

Driver Requirements

Release 18.11 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- **MXNet container image version 18.11** is based on 1.3.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to and including PR 12537.
- Added fused \texttt{BatchNormAddRelu} operator to the MXNet Symbol package (accessible via \texttt{mx.sym.BatchNormAddRelu}), which performs BatchNorm operation on data, sums the result with a tensor and performs Relu activation on the result of the sum. Currently it is limited to FP16 data type and \texttt{NHWC} data layout.
- Added \texttt{MXNET\_EXEC\_ENABLE\_ADDTO} environment variable, which when set to 1 increases performance for some networks.
- Increased performance of \texttt{BatchNorm} and \texttt{Batchnorm+Relu} operators in FP16 and \texttt{NHWC} data format.
- Added support for multi-node via Horovod integration. Currently you can use it by specifying \texttt{horovod} type of KVStore.
- Added \texttt{MXNET\_UPDATE\_ON\_KVSTORE} environment variable, which controls whether to update parameters using KVStore (default is 1 for KVStore \texttt{device} and 0 for KVStore \texttt{horovod}).
- Added aggregation of SGD updates which increases performance when update on KVStore is disabled.
- Increased performance when training with small batch sizes.
- Fixed a bug that prevented matrix multiplications to overlap with other computation, which increases performance for some networks.
- Fixed an issue which prevented score function to respect not-full batches of data.
- Added \texttt{resnet-v1b} as possible network in the \texttt{train_imagenet_runner} script.
- Latest version of NCCL 2.3.7.
- Latest version of NVIDIA cuDNN 7.4.1.
- Latest version of TensorRT 5.0.2.
- Latest version of DALI 0.4.1 Beta.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with October 2018 updates.

Known Issues

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable \texttt{MXNET\_KVSTORE\_USETREE=1} will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release.
- MXNet ResNet50 regresses in FP32 performance. This issue should be fixed in a later release.
Chapter 10.  
**MXNET RELEASE 18.10**

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.10, is available.

**Contents of MXNet**

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including **Python 3.5**
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0.130 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0.130
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.4.0
- NCCL 2.3.6 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

![Tip]
The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.28 (for machine translation)
- **OpenMPI 3.1.2**
- TensorRT 5.0.0 RC
- DALI 0.4 Beta

**Driver Requirements**

Release 18.10 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- MXNet container image version 18.10 is based on 1.3.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to and including PR 12537.
- Latest version of NCCL 2.3.6.
- Latest version of DALI 0.4 Beta.
- Added support for OpenMPI 3.1.2.
- The known issue in the prior release regarding the variable maximum GPU global memory usage has been fixed. You should now see lower and stable global memory usage from run to run, and across GPUs in multi-GPU training.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with September 2018 updates

Known Issues

- The MXNet KVStore GPU peer-to-peer communication tree discovery, as of release 18.09, is not compatible with DGX-1V. Only users that set the environment variable MXNET_KVSTORE_USETREE=1 will experience issues, which will be resolved in a subsequent release.
- MXNet ResNet50 regresses in FP32 performance. This issue should be fixed in a later release.
Chapter 11.
MXNET RELEASE 18.09

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.09, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04 including Python 3.5
- NVIDIA CUDA 10.0 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 10.0
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.3.0
- NCCL 2.3.4 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

![The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.]

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.28 (for machine translation)
- TensorRT 5.0.0 RC
- DALI 0.2 Beta

Driver Requirements

Release 18.09 is based on CUDA 10, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 410.xx. However, if you are running on Tesla (Tesla V100, Tesla P4, Tesla P40, or Tesla P100), you may use NVIDIA driver release 384. For more information, see CUDA Compatibility and Upgrades.
### Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- **MXNet container image version 18.09** is based on 1.3.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to the creation point of the v1.3.x branch (PR 12301), plus all substantive cherry-picks from master that were included in the v1.3.0 release.
- The demonstrator of mixed precision ResNet-50 training using the **NHWC** data layout has been expanded to work now on the Turing architecture in addition to Volta.
- **Latest version of cuDNN 7.3.0.**
- **Latest version of CUDA 10.0** which includes support for DGX-2, Turing, and Jetson Xavier.
- **Latest version of cuBLAS 10.0.**
- **Latest version of NCCL 2.3.4.**
- **Latest version of TensorRT 5.0.0 RC.**
- **Latest version of DALI 0.2 Beta.**
- Ubuntu 16.04 with August 2018 updates

### Known Issues

The multi-threaded nature of MXNet model execution may result in a variable maximum usage of GPU global memory, as discussed in earlier release notes. Users that experience sporadic out-of-GPU-memory errors should experiment with setting the environment variable `MXNET_GPU_WORKER_NTHREADS=1` as a possible remedy. We anticipate the need for this experimentation will be removed in our next release.
Chapter 12.
MXNET RELEASE 18.08

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.08, is available.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04

  Container image 18.08-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.08-py3 contains Python 3.5.

- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.425
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.2.1
- NCCL 2.2.13 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.28 (for machine translation)
- TensorRT 4.0.1
- DALI 0.1.2 Beta

Driver Requirements
Release 18.08 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- **MXNet** container image version 18.08 is based on 1.2.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to and including PR 11545.
- Latest version of cuDNN 7.2.1.
- Latest version of DALI 0.1.2 Beta.
- New demonstrator of increased mixed-precision ResNet-50 training speeds on Volta when processed end-to-end in the **NHWC** data layout. We are working to PR the code improvements to upstream MXNet. To evaluate in the meantime, type `/opt/mxnet/examples/image_classification/train_imagenet_runner --batch-size N`. Substitute 256 for N on systems with GPUs having 32GB global memory (or 192 with 16GB GPUs) and prepare the imagenet database as directed in `nvidia-examples/imagenet_preparations`. Training images should be pre-resized to 480px shorter side and validation should be pre-resized to 256px shorter side. The script expects RecordIO files to be present in the `data/imagenet/train-480-val-256-recordio/` directory.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with July 2018 updates

Announcements

Starting with the next major version of the CUDA release, we will no longer provide updated Python 2 containers and will only update Python 3 containers.

Known Issues

The multi-threaded nature of MXNet model execution may result in a variable maximum usage of GPU global memory. Users that experience sporadic out-of-GPU-memory errors should experiment with setting the environment variable `MXNET_GPU_WORKER_NTHREADS=1` as a possible remedy. We anticipate the need for this experimentation will be removed in a subsequent release.
Chapter 13.
MXNET RELEASE 18.07

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.07, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04

  Container image 18.07-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.07-py3 contains Python 3.5.

- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.425

- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.1.4

- NCCL 2.2.13 (optimized for NVLink™)

- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

  The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.23 (for machine translation)

- TensorRT 4.0.1

- DALI 0.1 Beta

Driver Requirements

Release 18.07 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- MXNet container image version 18.07 is based on 1.2.0, with all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch up to and including PR 11302.
- Added support for DALI 0.1 Beta.
- Latest version of CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.425.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with June 2018 updates

Announcements

Starting with the next major version of the CUDA release, we will no longer provide updated Python 2 containers and will only update Python 3 containers.

Known Issues

- Some of the unit tests available in /opt/mxnet/tests/python/{gpu,unittest}/*.py require the SciPy Python library. For those that want to run the unit tests, first install SciPy by pip install scipy. There is no longer a need to specifically request the 1.0 version of SciPy.
- The multi-threaded nature of MXNet model execution may result in a variable maximum usage of GPU global memory. Users that experience sporadic out-of-GPU-memory errors should experiment with setting the environment variable MXNET_GPU_WORKER_NTHREADS=1 as a possible remedy. We anticipate the need for this experimentation will be removed in a subsequent release.
Chapter 14.
MXNET RELEASE 18.06

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.06, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- Container image 18.06-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.06-py3 contains Python 3.5.
- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.333 (see section 2.3.1)
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.1.4
- NCCL 2.2.13 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.22 (for machine translation)
- TensorRT 4.0.1

Driver Requirements

Release 18.06 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- **MXNet** container image version 18.06 is based on 1.2.0. Specifically, container image 18.06 has merged all commits on upstream MXNet master, up to the creation point of the v1.2.0 branch, and all commits on that branch up to the 1.2.0 tag.
- Container includes TensorRT 4.0.1
- TensorRT integration examples for in-framework inference can be found in `/workspace/examples/tensorrt-integration`. This includes a LeNet-5 unit test and a ResNet-50 example.
- Support added for DALI iterators.
- Ubuntu 16.04 with May 2018 updates

Announcements

Starting with the next major version of CUDA release, we will no longer provide updated Python 2 containers and will only update Python 3 containers.

Known Issues

Some of the unit tests available in `/opt/mxnet/tests/python/{gpu,unittest}/.*.py` require the SciPy Python library. For those that want to run the unit tests, first install the 1.0 version of SciPy by typing `pip install scipy==1.0`.

The latest SciPy release, version 1.1, is not compatible with the unit tests.
The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.05, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- Container image 18.05-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.05-py3 contains Python 3.5.
- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.333 (see section 2.3.1)
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.1.2
- NCCL 2.1.15 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.13 (for machine translation)

Driver Requirements

Release 18.05 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
• MXNet container image version 18.05 is based on MXNet 1.1.0.
• For this month, no upstream merges as we work toward incorporating the upcoming MXNet 1.2.0 release.
• Ubuntu 16.04 with April 2018 updates

Announcements

Starting with the next major version of CUDA release, we will no longer provide Python 2 containers and will only maintain Python 3 containers.

Known Issues

Those wishing to run the MXNet unit tests under /opt/mxnet/tests/python should install SciPy using pip install scipy==1.0, as the recently available SciPy v1.1 is not compatible with all the unit tests. For more information, see Broken test_sparse_operator.test_sparse_mathematical_core with scipy 1.1.0.
The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.04, is available.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- **Ubuntu** 16.04

  Container image 18.04-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.04-py3 contains Python 3.5.

- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.333 (see section 2.3.1)

- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.1.1

- NCCL 2.1.15 (optimized for NVLink™)

- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

  The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.18.1 (for machine translation)

Driver Requirements
Release 18.04 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
- MXNet container image version 18.04 is based on MXNet 1.1.0.
- For this month, no upstream merges as we develop a performant approach to MXNet’s recent operator refactoring to a stateless imperative style.
- ResNet-50 performance improvement based on the automatic fusion of `add_relu` and `copy_split` backward pass.
- Latest version of NCCL 2.1.15
- Ubuntu 16.04 with March 2018 updates

**Announcements**

Starting with the next major version of CUDA release, we will no longer provide Python 2 containers and will only maintain Python 3 containers.

**Known Issues**

There are no known issues in this release.
The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.03, is available.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- **Ubuntu 16.04**
- Container image 18.03-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.03-py3 contains Python 3.5.
- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 (see Errata section and 2.1) including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.333 (see section 2.3.1)
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.1.1
- NCCL 2.1.2 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.17.4 (for machine translation)

Driver Requirements

Release 18.03 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
MXNet container image version 18.03 is based on MXNet 1.1.0.
- Incorporated all upstream changes from the MXNet master branch, specifically, PR 9749.
- Added compute-graph optimizations for improved ResNet performance.
- Latest version of cuBLAS 9.0.333
- Latest version of cuDNN 7.1.1
- Ubuntu 16.04 with February 2018 updates

**Announcements**

Starting with the next major version of CUDA release, we will no longer provide Python 2 containers and will only maintain Python 3 containers.

**Known Issues**

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 18.  
MXNET RELEASE 18.02

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.02, is available.
MXNet container image version 18.02 is based on MXNet 1.0.0.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04

Container image 18.02-py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.02-py3 contains Python 3.5.

- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 including:
  - CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.282 Patch 2 which is installed by default
  - cuBLAS 9.0.234 Patch 1 as a debian file. Installing Patch 1 by issuing the `dpkg -i /opt/cuda-cublas-9-0_9.0.234-1_amd64.deb` command is the workaround for the known issue described below.
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.5
- NCCL 2.1.2 (optimized for NVLink™)
- ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.17.0 (for machine translation)
Driver Requirements

Release 18.02 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Latest version of cuBLAS
- Ubuntu 16.04 with January 2018 updates

Known Issues

cuBLAS 9.0.282 regresses RNN seq2seq FP16 performance for a small subset of input sizes. This issue should be fixed in the next update. As a workaround, install cuBLAS 9.0.234 Patch 1 by issuing the `dpkg -i /opt/cuda-cublas-9-0_9.0.234-1_amd64.deb` command.
Chapter 19.  
MXNET RELEASE 18.01

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 18.01, is available. MXNet container image version 18.01 is based on MXNet 1.0.0.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04

  Container image 18.01–py2 contains Python 2.7; 18.01–py3 contains Python 3.5.
  - NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.282
  - NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.5
  - NCCL 2.1.2 (optimized for NVLink™)
  - ONNX exporter 0.1 for CNN classification models

  The ONNX exporter is being continuously improved. You can try the latest changes by pulling from the master branch.

- Amazon Labs Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework 1.16.2 (for machine translation)

Driver Requirements

Release 18.01 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.
Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

‣ Addition of Python 3 package
‣ Enhanced-performance cuDNN-based batched 1D convolutions (merged to upstream)
‣ Added MxNet-to-ONNX exporter for classification of CNN models (tested with LeNet-5, ResNet-50, etc.).
‣ Added the Sockeye sequence-to-sequence framework, along with a German-to-English translation model, based on the WMT’15 dataset and translation task. This model's launch script should reproduce the OpenNMT reference model when trained until convergence.
‣ Latest version of cuBLAS
‣ Latest version of cuDNN
‣ Latest version of NCCL
‣ Ubuntu 16.04 with December 2017 updates

Known Issues

cuBLAS 9.0.282 regresses RNN seq2seq FP16 performance for a small subset of input sizes. As a workaround, revert back to the 11.12 container.
Chapter 20.
MXNET RELEASE 17.12

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.12, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.12 is based on MXNet 1.0.0.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.234
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.5
- NCCL 2.1.2 (optimized for NVLink™)

Driver Requirements

Release 17.12 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Both the `nccl` and `nccl_allreduce` KVStore options now have the same, improved performance.
- Latest version of CUDA
- Latest version of cuDNN
- Latest version of NCCL
- Ubuntu 16.04 with November 2017 updates
Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 21.
MXNET RELEASE 17.11

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.11, is available. MXNet container image version 17.11 is based on MXNet 0.12.0.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA 9.0.176 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) 9.0.234
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.4
- NCCL 2.1.2 (optimized for NVLink™)

Driver Requirements

Release 17.11 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Added Sockeye to the container, including NCCL kvstore option
- Enabled mx.sym.batch_dot to use FP16
- Latest version of CUDA
- Latest version of cuDNN
- Latest version of NCCL
- Ubuntu 16.04 with October 2017 updates
Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 22.
MXNET RELEASE 17.10

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.10, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.10 is based on MXNet 0.11.0.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.
The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 9.0
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.3
- NCCL 2.0.5 (optimized for NVLink™)

Driver Requirements
Release 17.10 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Mixed precision support for all optimizers
- New image input pipeline with faster speed and support for global shuffling after each epoch when used with IndexedRecordIO format.
- Latest version of CUDA
- Latest version of cuDNN
- Latest version of NCCL
- Ubuntu 16.04 with September 2017 updates
Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 23.
MXNET RELEASE 17.09

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.09, is available. MXNet container image version 17.09 is based on MXNet 0.11.0.rc3.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:
  ▶ Ubuntu 16.04
  ▶ NVIDIA CUDA® 9.0
  ▶ NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 7.0.2
  ▶ NCCL 2.0.5 (optimized for NVLink™)

Driver Requirements
Release 17.09 is based on CUDA 9, which requires NVIDIA Driver release 384.xx.

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
  ▶ Tensor Core support in convolutions, deconvolutions, and fully connected layers on Volta
  ▶ Support for mixed precision training with SGD optimizer
  ▶ Streamlined FP16 examples for image classification
  ▶ Optimized input pipeline for image processing
  ▶ Latest version of CUDA
  ▶ Latest version of cuDNN
  ▶ Latest version of NCCL
  ▶ Ubuntu 16.04 with August 2017 updates
Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 24.
MXNET RELEASE 17.07

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.07, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.07 is based on MXNet 0.10.0.

Contents of MXNet

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 8.0.61.2 including CUDA® Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines library™ (cuBLAS) Patch 2
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 6.0.21
- NCCL 2.0.3 (optimized for NVLink™)

Key Features and Enhancements

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Support for multi-precision SGD
- cuBLAS back-end for FullyConnected operation
- Ubuntu 16.04 with June 2017 updates

Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 25.
MXNET RELEASE 17.06

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.06, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.06 is based on MXNet 0.10.0.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.
The container also includes the following:
- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 8.0.61
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 6.0.21
- NCCL 1.6.1 (optimized for NVLink™)

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
- Implemented double buffering in ResNet v1 example
- Ubuntu 16.04 with May 2017 updates

Known Issues
There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 26.
MXNET RELEASE 17.05

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.05, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.05 is based on MXNet 0.9.3a+.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:
- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 8.0.61
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 6.0.21
- NCCL 1.6.1 (optimized for NVLink™)

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.
- Latest cuDNN release
- Improved IO pipeline for increased multi-GPU performance
- Optimized SGD weight update
- Added the nccl_allreduce option for gradient communication
- Added support for dilated deconvolutions
- Improved convolutional neural network (CNN) performance by removing unnecessary computations
- Added options to show the cuDNN algorithms that are chosen for convolutions
- Ubuntu 16.04 with April 2017 updates

Known Issues
There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 27.
MXNET RELEASE 17.04

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.04, is available.
MXNet container image version 17.04 is based on MXNet 0.9.3a+.

Contents of MXNet
This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in /opt/mxnet. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.
The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 8.0.61
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 6.0.20
- NCCL 1.6.1 (optimized for NVLink™)

Key Features and Enhancements
This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Support for cuDNN accelerated dilated convolutions
- Ubuntu 16.04 with March 2017 updates

Known Issues
There are no known issues in this release.
Chapter 28.  
**MXNET RELEASE 17.03**

The NVIDIA container image of MXNet, release 17.03, is available. 
**MXNet** container image version 17.03 is based on MXNet 0.9.3.

**Contents of MXNet**

This container image contains the complete source of the version of MXNet in `/opt/mxnet`. It is pre-built and installed to the Python path.

The container also includes the following:

- Ubuntu 16.04
- NVIDIA CUDA® 8.0.61
- NVIDIA CUDA® Deep Neural Network library™ (cuDNN) 6.0.20

**Key Features and Enhancements**

This MXNet release includes the following key features and enhancements.

- Ubuntu 16.04 with February 2017 updates
- Improved input pipeline for image processing
- Support for FP16 training of AlexNet
- Optimized embedding layer of CUDA kernels
- Optimized tensor broadcast and reduce CUDA kernels

**Known Issues**

There are no known issues in this release.
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